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Abstract UDC  551.435.8
Thomas Hiller, Douchko Romanov, Franci Gabrovšek & 
Georg Kaufmann: The creation of collapse dolines: A 3D mod-
eling approach
We present a 3D numerical karst evolution model describing 
mechanisms governing the evolution of collapse dolines. The 
results confirm the current state of the art of the knowledge 
about the conditions necessary for a collapse doline to grow. 
We demonstrate that these geological features develop in karst 
aquifers, above subsurface rivers flowing through active cave 
systems or mechanically unstable zones. The mechanisms of 
growth of single/isolated collapse dolines are generally two 
dimensional and can be modeled with very dense numerical 
models. On the other hand, our results demonstrate that there 
can be more than one location, within a karst system, where 
the conditions allow the development of a collapse doline. For 
such complex scenarios a 3D modeling approach and a de-
tailed knowledge of the hydro-geological situation is required 
in order to correctly predict and describe the development of 
collapse dolines.
Keywords: Three-dimensional, Karst, Modeling, Doline, Lime-
stone.

1. INTRODUCTION

Karst rocks such as limestone, dolomite, anhydrite, and 
gypsum can be dissolved by water, either by dissolution 
of the rock, or in the case of the first two rock types by 

chemical dissolution in water enriched with carbon di-
oxide. The removal of rock in fissures and bedding part-
ings creates larger voids and cavities, which results in an 
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efficient drainage of water through the karst rock. Once 
the cavities grow to a certain size, the void can become 
unstable and detachment of slabs at the roof of the cav-
ity initiates mechanical breakdown. The breakdown can 
propagate towards the surface and finally results in a typ-
ical karst surface structure such as a collapse doline.

Dolines are closed depressions on the surface, 
which drain part of the karst landscape; they are, along 
with poljes and uvalas, typical karst surface features (e.g. 
Kranjc 2006). The term doline is derived from the Slavic 
word for valley, dolina, and is used mainly in Europe. In 
North America the term sinkhole has a similar meaning. 
Sizes and shapes of dolines are manifold and range from 
a few meters to hundreds of meters both in diameter and 
depth (see Fig. 1). 

Waltham et al. (2005) derived six major types of 
dolines which may occur in nature as a pure form or 
as a combination depending on the local geology. We 
will focus on one of these six types, the collapse dolines, 
and on an important special subtype of very large col-
lapse dolines, the tiankengs (heavenly pits) that can be 
found in the karst regions of China. In terms of genesis 
a Tiankeng is similar to a collapse doline but has be-
come its own characteristic term in karst science (Zhu 
& Waltham 2006). However, the major distinction is 
made by its size as a Tiankeng has to be at least 100 m 
deep and wide.

A general overview on dolines can be found in 
Waltham et al. (2005), also with a focus on practical 
implications close to collapse features in karst. Kranjc 
(2006) gives an overview on large collapse dolines in 
the Dinaric karst, whereas Waltham (2006) concentrates 
on large collapse dolines and/or Tiankengs throughout 

the world. Zhu and Chen (2006) and Zhu and Waltham 
(2006) focus on Tiankengs especially in China.

Summarizing the given references, there are a few 
characteristics typical for large collapse dolines:

1. Dolines are generally a few tens to a few hundreds 
of meters wide and deep.

2. Doline walls are very steep or close to vertical and 
the floor can be covered with breakdown debris.

3. A large river is either flowing on the floor of the do-
line or below the ground but not too deep (tens of meters).

4. Dolines can appear in groups all belonging to the 
same active subsurface cave system (e.g the Dashiwei 
group or the dolines of the Slovenian škocjanska jama).

5. Some Dinaric collapse dolines are assumed to be 
in the range of millions of years old (Gabrovšek 2011 – 

personal communication), whereas Tiankengs can be 
as young as 200 000 years (Zhu & Chen 2006; Zhu & 
Waltham 2006).

Although some dolines, especially smaller ones, can 
be created by subsidence events or collapse of a cave ceiling, 
the dolines that are sometimes two orders of magnitude 
bigger than the largest known cave chambers (Gabrovšek 
& Stepišnik 2011) cannot be explained by these processes 
alone. Thus the collapse of a sub-surface void alone is often 
not capable to explain the size of the doline.

Fig. 1: Example of large collapse dolines: Left: Janel�o Cave, bra-Janel�o Cave, bra-, bra-
zil (Photo: Franci Gabrovšek). Right: Crveno Jezero (Red Lake), 
Croatia (Photo: douchko Romanov).
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2. THEORy

The term karstification generally describes the alteration 
of soluble bedrock such as limestone or gypsum by means 
of dissolution. Water penetrates into the karst bedrock 
through fissures and bedding partings, removes mate-
rial and the voids are widened to cavities and caves. In 
general, modeling karstification can be partitioned into 
two major sub-steps: The first is calculating flow of water 
depending on the hydraulic conductivity of the host rock 
and the hydrological boundary conditions. The second 
is to calculate the dissolutional widening determined by 
flow and calcium concentration and the transport of the 
dissolved calcium.

The flow of water through a fissured and fractured 
aquifer can be described by a transient continuity equa-
tion:

,      (1)

where K(t) [ms−1] is the time-dependent hydraulic con-
ductivity, S [m−1] the specific storage and h [m] the hy-
draulic head as a sum of elevation head z [m] and pressure 
head p [m]. Furthermore, x [m], y [m] and z [m] denote 
the spatial coordinates, and t [s] is time. We solve (1) by 
means of the finite-element method (e.g. Istok 1989), us-

ing three-dimensional parallelepiped finite elements for 
the rock matrix and linear bar elements for fissures and 
bedding partings to assemble the modeling domain.

The hydraulic conductivity of the rock matrix 
K = Km (see Tab. 1) is fixed to a constant value for all cal-
culations. Therefore, the increase of hydraulic conduc-
tivity over time is controlled only by the dissolutional 
widening of the conduits. For laminar flow the hydraulic 
conductivity Kc

l of such a conduit is given by

 (2)

where g [ms−2] is the gravitational acceleration, d [m] the 
conduit diameter and v [m2s−1] the kinematic viscosity of 
the solution. If the flow inside the conduit becomes tur-
bulent the non–linear Darcy–Weissbach flow law is ap-
plied. The hydraulic conductivity Kc

t of a conduit is then 
given by

, (3)

where f is the friction factor, which has to be calculated in 
dependence of the Reynolds number (see e.g. Kaufmann 
2009). Each conduit can be assigned with an individual in-

A possible explanation on the creation of large 
collapse dolines has been given by Palmer and Palmer 
(2006):

• A sub-surface cavity grows to a certain size, and 
depending on the mechanical stability of the host rock, 
breakdown of the cavity roof starts.

• The collapsed material accumulates along the 
floor of the cavity, partially blocking water flow and thus 
increasing the hydraulic pressure head in the cavity.

• Here, the blocks can be removed by mechanical 
erosion, and more efficiently by chemical dissolution.

• The void propagates upwards into the overburden.
• If the overburden is entirely made up of soluble 

rock, the material can be removed completely and after 
the final collapse of the remaining rock ledge, a deep do-
line remains. If the overburden comprises insoluble rocks, 
part of the debris accumulates at the bottom of the doline.

This concept was modeled by Gabrovšek and 
Stepišnik (2011) with a 2D karst evolution model to es-
timate the material removal in such a crushed zone. In 
terms of material removal rates their model is in quanti-

tatively good agreement when compared to the size and 
evolution time of known dolines.

The goal of our paper is to develop the numeri-
cal approach of Gabrovšek and Stepišnik (2011) fur-
ther and extend it into the third dimension. We use the 
KARSTAQUIFER tool (e.g. Kaufmann et al. 2010) to 
simulate the evolution of a karst aquifer, and we define 
several steps for our analysis: (i) In a first step we rebuild 
the crushed zone from the 2D model of Gabrovšek and 
Stepišnik (2011) with our KARSTAQUIFER code and 
compare the evolution of both models to find a common 
basis for the further simulations. (ii) As large collapse 
dolines often appear in groups we extend the model and 
embed several crushed zones into a single 3D domain. 
Because so far erosional processes are not directly imple-
mented in our model, the creation of collapse dolines by 
means of surface lowering due to the crushed zones is 
simulated with a distinct collapse mechanism. (iii) By ac-
tivating more than one crushed zone in a single domain, 
we then study the evolution of several collapse dolines 
and their interaction.
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itial diameter d0 to account for any kind of heterogeneous 
(e.g. statistical) distribution of the hydraulic conductivity.

The enlargement of the conduit diameter by chemi-
cal dissolution is described by the relation

,  (4)

Here, ti−1 and ti are two consecutive time steps, 
F [mol m−2 s−1] is the calcium flux rate which de-
scribes the removal of bedrock per unit area and time, 
mmIN [kg mol−1] is the molar mass and ρmIN [kg m−3] the 
density of the soluble mineral (calcite in this case), re-
spectively.

The flux rate F as a function of calcium concentra-
tion has been intensively studied (e.g. Buhmann & Drey-
brodt 1985a,b; Dreybrodt 1988; Eisenlohr et al. 1999; 
Kaufmann & Dreybrodt 2007; Plummer et al. 1978; 
Svensson & Dreybrodt 1992) and can be described by 
the rate law

tab. 1: Standard model parameters.

Model Parameters Symbol Unit Value(s)

Model domain:

Length x m ≤ 500

Width Y m ≤ 500

Height z m ≤ 50

Horizontal resolution dx, dy m 5−25

Vertical resolution dz m 1−5

Nodes Nn [−] 42135

Elements Nє [−] 37856

Conduits Nc [−] 116494

Matrix conductivity Km m ∙ s−1 1 × 10−5

Limestone chemisty

Linear kinetic exponent n1 [−] 1

High-order kinetic exponent n2 [−] 4

Linear rate constant k1
mol ∙ m−2 
∙ s−1 4 × 10−7

Calcium concentration c mol ∙ m−3 cin < c 
< cεq

Initial calcium concentration cin mol ∙ m−3 0

Calcium switch concentration cs mol ∙ m−3 9.9 cεq

Temperature t 10

Partial pressure of carbon 
dioxide pCO2 atm 0.05

 (5)

with ki [mol m−2 s−1] a rate coefficient, c [mol m−3] the ac-
tual concentration of Ca2+ in the water, cєq [mol m−3] the 
equilibrium concentration with respect to calcite and 
ni [−] a power–law exponent. The coefficient ki and the 
exponent ni are characteristic parameters for the bedrock 
mineral, and depend on the amount of undersaturation 
with respect to calcite in the subsurface water. For c ≤ cs 
the system exhibits linear kinetics, i = 1 with in eq. 5. 
This leads to coefficients and. For c > cs the system ex-
hibits higher–order kinetics where the rate becomes 
non–linear and the coefficients k2, and n2 are used (see 
Tab. 1 for details). The switch concentration in our model 
is cs = 0.9 cєq.

The calcium equilibrium concentration depends on 
temperature t [°C] and carbon-dioxide pressure p [atm]. 
Using a simplified charge balance valid for karst water, an 
analytical expression can be used (e.g. Dreybrodt 1988):

.
 

(6)

With KH (t) the equilibrium constant for the disso-
lution of atmospheric carbon dioxide into water (Henri 
constant), K0 (t) the equilibrium constant for the reac-
tion of water and carbon dioxide to carbonic acid, K1 (t) 
and K2 (t) the equilibrium constants for the dissocia-
tion of carbonic acid into bicarbonate, carbonate, and 
hydrogen (e.g. Usdowski 1982), KC (t) the equilibrium 
constant for dissolved calcite, γCa2+ and γ2

HCO3
− the activ-

ity coefficients for calcium and bicarbonate (e.g. Harned 
& Hamer 1933). The carbon-dioxide pressure remains 
constant in the open-system case, as carbon dioxide can 
be replenished from the atmosphere, but decreases, once 
the solution becomes decoupled from the atmosphere in 
the closed-system case:

, (7)

with patm [atm] the initial carbon-dioxide partial pres-
sure.

For more details on the implementation of the 
KARSTAQUIFER model, see Kaufmann et al. (2010) 
and Hiller et al. (2011). See Tab. 1 for the values we have 
used within this study.

THOMAS HILLER, DOUCHKO ROMANOV, FRANCI GABROVšEK & GEORG KAUFMANN
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The conceptual model for the evolution of a collapse do-
line is shown in Fig. 2. Here, A is the karst rock in which 
the collapse doline B is going to evolve. Following Palmer 
and Palmer (2006), one of the necessities to create collapse 
dolines are fault zones inside the rock. These fault zones 
mark the boundaries of a mechanically unstable crushed 
zone. The fault planes are indicated by the dashed lines 
in Fig. 2. Another necessity in the presented concept is a 
subsurface passage for water to enter (D1) and leave (D2) 
the cavity present at the bottom of the crushed zone. As 
this passage crosses the highly fractured bedrock, break-
down of parts of the cavity roof block the passage and 
material accumulates in the crushed zone C, which re-
sembles a highly fissured part of the domain. The hy-
draulic gradient increases and incoming aggressive water 
enlarges passages between the blocks in the crushed zone 
by chemical dissolution. The dissolved material is leaving 
the crushed zone through the output passage. Because 
the crushed zone is mechanically unstable, the removal 
of the crushed blocks induces further collapse of the cav-
ity roof, with upward propagation of the void space, and 
finally the creation of a collapse doline. This breakdown 
is indicated by the thin circle lines below the doline cyl-
inder in Fig. 2. Note again, that the bedrock is only re-
moved by dissolution, and the model does not account 
for the real mechanical properties of the bedrock and/or 
erosional processes that might as well remove collapsed 
material from the bottom of the crushed zone.

3.1. 3D MODEL DOMAIN AND BOUNDARy 
CONDITIONS

The model domain used in this work for simulating the 
doline evolution is shown in Fig. 3. The relevant mod-
eling parameters are summarized in tables 1 and 2.

The model domain for the final 3D doline mod-
els is a 500 × 500 × 50 m3 limestone block. The grid 
discretization varies between dx = dy = 5 m inside and 
dx = dy = 25 m outside of the crushed zones. The vertical 
grid discretization varies between dz = 1 m and dz = 5 m, 
respectively. Due to the use of a rectangular network and 
a constant amount of grid nodes in each spatial direction, 
the crushed zones are not implemented as pure local grid 
refinements (see Fig. 3). In other words, the smaller dis-
tance between the nodes in the crushed zones results in 
small distance between the conduits entering and exit-
ing these areas also outside of them. The effect can be 
seen within the green square and Fig. 3b for example. We 
need small distance between the nodes in crushed zone 
2 (CZ2). For this reason all conduits that enter and leave 
this zone (coordinates x (100 to 200) and y (100 to 200) 
are closer to each other in comparison to the conduits 
not crossing CZ2 (coordinates x (0 to 100), y (0 to 100)). 
This leads to domain regions with a higher spatial resolu-
tion than necessary (e.g. between the crushed zones) and 
has to be considered in the interpretation of the results. 
The hydraulic conductivity of the matrix is 1 × 10−5 ms−1. 
In contrast to this uniform conductivity, which is defined 
for each block inside the modeling domain, the conduit 
network is represented by a rectangular network with a 
log-normal statistical distribution of initial conduit di-
ameters. The parameters describing this distribution for 
the whole domain are  = 0.05 mm and σ = 0.75, which 
represents an intact (or immature) and only slightly fis-
sured karst bedrock. The blue face in Fig. 3a marks the 
region where a constant head boundary condition (BC) 
(H = 10 m) is applied to the grid nodes. On the opposite 
domain boundary (not visible in Fig. 3a) a constant head 
BC of H = 0 m is applied to induce flow through the do-
main in positive x–direction.

The domain is intersected by two active subsurface 
cave passages (black lines in Fig. 3a) passing through 
the model in x–direction at z = 0 m. The passages have 
an initial conduit diameter of d0 = 0.13 m to obtain flow 
rates between 1 m3s−1 and 5 m3s−1, depending on the cho-
sen setup and applied boundary conditions. These flow 
rates are in agreement with values used in previous stud-
ies or reported from the field (e.g. Gabrovšek & Stepišnik 
2011; Palmer & Palmer 2006). The denser parts of the 
rectangular conduit network on Fig. 2 visualize the ar-
eas which we can model as crushed zones. We use/alter 
three of these four zones depicted in the figure for cre-
ating the different models calculated for this work. The 
areas are marked by CZ (see Fig. 3). The initial diameters 
of the conduits in the zone are assigned according to the 
statistical distribution, which is chosen for the whole 

3. MODEL

Fig. 2: Conceptual model of the doline model: A karst bedrock; b 
collapse doline; C crushed zone; d1 subsurface passage/stream 
(input); d2 subsurface passage/stream (output); the dashed 
lines represent fault planes inside the bedrock; modified after 
Gabrovšek & Stepišnik (2011).

THE CREATION OF COLLAPSE DOLINES: A 3D MODELING APPROACH
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modeling domain. If one of the zones is activated and 
modeled as a crushed zone, its hydraulic conductivity is 
modified by assigning new initial conduit diameters to 
the conduits inside this zone. With this approach, the 
mechanical weakening (enlarged fissures and fractures 
are already present) of the crushed zone is simulated. 
The parameters for these conduits are  = 0.05 mm and 
σ = 0.75 and are chosen following the calibration pre-
sented in 4.1.

3.2. CRUSHED ZONE – COLLAPSING  
MECHANISM

Gabrovšek and Stepišnik (2011) used two mechanisms to 
mimic the material removal processes inside a crushed 
zone. The first one they called continuous infilling and 
is similar to the limited widening scheme presented by 
Romanov et al. (2010). If a fracture reaches a critical ap-
erture width Alim then its enlargement is stopped but the 
dissolution is still active. Therefore, material is removed 
in every time step but the fracture aperture is always re-
set to Alim. With this approach, a continuous collapse of 
the crushed blocks is assumed, with voids between the 
blocks keeping their size, and a more or less constant flux 
rate (removal rate) is established. The second mechanism 
they called discontinuous collapsing which resets the frac-
ture apertures to the initial or smaller value, if a critical 
aperture width is reached. After this resetting, the growth 

of the fracture starts again. This second approach mimics 
the periodically collapsing breakdown area.

In this work we use a variant of the discontinuous 
collapsing mechanism from Gabrovšek and Stepišnik 
(2011): The general implementation is shown in Fig. 4 
(note that the dimensions are not to scale). Fig. 4a shows 
a fraction of the model domain. The initially small pas-
sages inside the crushed zone mark passages between 
collapsed blocks. These passages are enlarged over time 
by dissolution (Fig. 4b), and the breakdown area be-
comes mechanically instable once the passages reach a 
critical size dcrit, then they collapse again, reducing the 
passages between the blocks. Thus a periodic behavior 
of the breakdown area is simulated. The smaller diam-
eter of the passages is derived by the same statistical pa-
rameters  and σ that are initially used for the conduits 
in the corresponding crushed zone. The difference be-
tween the critical and the small diameter after collapsing 
∆d = dcrit − dimit is used as the maximal possible value for 
surface lowering (Fig. 4c).

In our model we represent the intersection of bed-
ding partings and fractures of the bedrock by cylindrical 
conduits. We assume that a limestone block can collapse 
(move virtually downward) only if all four bordering 
fractures (conduits) have reached a critical size. Here, by 
limestone block we mean each cuboid whose edges are 
conduits. The lengths of these conduits are dx, dy and dz. 

Fig. 3: 3d doline model setup: a) Setup for model 1 and model 3; four zones with increased resolution due to the regular grid, but only 
one to three active crushed zones (Cz), two subsurface passages (black lines), see also tab. 2. blue face marks const. head boundary 
condition of H = 10 m and red face const. head boundary condition of. b) Green frame marks enlarged part from a, note that here the 
grid is out of scale; c) setup for model 2.

THOMAS HILLER, DOUCHKO ROMANOV, FRANCI GABROVšEK & GEORG KAUFMANN
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We further constrain this collapse procedure and only 
allow the collapse of one depth layer inside the crushed 
zone if at least 75 % of all conduits in this layer have 

reached the critical diameter . If in a single time step this 
criterion is fulfilled, then all conduits in this layer are re-
set and the surface collapses.

4. RESULTS

4.1 2D MODEL CALIBRATION
As this doline model is inspired by the 2D model of 
Gabrovšek and Stepišnik (2011) and is consequently a 
3D extension of their 2D approach, the first objective is 
to compare 2D results of Gabrovšek and Stepišnik (2011) 
with the results from the 3D KARSTAQUIFER code used 
here. Therefore, we first consider only the crushed zone 
and use the determined values from the calibration when 
embedding the crushed zones into the 3D domain as it is 
shown in Fig. 3. For the calibration runs we use the same 
grid layout as Gabrovšek and Stepišnik (2011), which 
means one layer of a 200 × 200 m2 conduit network with 
a horizontal spacing of dx = dy = 2 m. Furthermore, we 
use the same boundary conditions in our setup as in the 
original 2D model. To find a comparable initial conduit 
diameter distribution that simulates the evolution of their 
dual–fracture network, we test many different non–uni-
form conduit networks with varying distribution param-
eters. To pick the most suitable initial conduit diameter 
distribution out of the tested set, we consider only the 
breakthrough time TB of the resulting flow curve. This is 
done because we are mainly interested in a similar tem-
poral evolution of the model as the amount of flow (the 
pure amplitude) through the domain will of course differ 
due to the different fracture network geometries (frac-
tures in the 2D model – conduits in the 3D model).

Fig. 5a shows a set of the tested conduit diam-
eter distributions. All distributions have a mode of  

 = 0.3−0.6 mm and a varying within larger boundar-
ies standard deviation σ. The wider the distribution gets 

the more non–uniform the conduit network will be. For 
σ = 0.35 (black curve) the distribution of the conduit 
diameters spans about one order of magnitude, where-
as for  σ = 1 (green curve) it spans about four orders of 
magnitude, respectively. In Fig. 5b the corresponding 
flow curves are plotted for 3000 years of evolution to-
gether with the 2D flow curve (dashed black curve) from 
Gabrovšek and Stepišnik (2011). All curves are charac-
terized by an initially low flow rate, which increases due 
to the enlargement of fractures by dissolution. Within a 
short time period, flow rates increase by several orders of 
magnitude, an event called breakthrough and the corre-
sponding time breakthrough time. After breakthrough, 
the flow rate increases with a much slower rate. When 
comparing flow rates for the 2D and 3D models, we 
find that the breakthrough times of the red curve with 
σ = 0.75 and the 2D curve are almost identical. Although 
the amount of flow before and after breakthrough of 
these two curves differs, it is within one order of mag-
nitude and we will regard this as acceptable. Once again, 
we regard this as acceptable because our initial calibra-
tion criterion was the evolution/breakthrough time and 
not the absolute flow rate. The flow rates between both 
models, the one suggested by Gabrovšek and Stepišnik 
cannot be the same for similar evolution times, because 
in KARSTAQUIFER we use conduits and not fractures.

Because in the end we want to study the interaction 
of several crushed zones (dolines), it is not feasible to 
stick to the grid discretization for the whole domain. This 
would lead to model sizes in the range of 400 × 400 × 25 

Fig. 4: Simulated mechanical 
collapse of the doline above the 
crushed zone: a) initial situation 
of the conduit network inside 
the crushed zone; b) horizontal 
conduits have reached a certain 
critical diameter; c) the horizon-
tal conduits have collapsed and 
the topography is lowered accord-
ingly.

THE CREATION OF COLLAPSE DOLINES: A 3D MODELING APPROACH
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nodes and therefore exceed the available computational 
power. To cope with this limitation the crushed zone 
resolution is decreased to dx = dy = 5 m. To check if this 
coarsening has an effect on the breakthrough time of the 
crushed zone, we simulate the evolution with the same 
conduit diameter distributions and boundary conditions 
as the model with the dx = dy = 2 m discretization from 
before. The coarser network for the model with σ = 0.75 
(red curve in Fig. 5c) fits the 2D curve comparably well 
as for the dense network so that these are the final distri-
bution parameters that will be chosen for the 3D model 
(see also Tab. 2).

We thus have determined the initial conduit diam-
eter distribution yielding comparable results to the 2D 
model and proceed discussing 3D scenarios.

4.2. 3D EVOLUTION MODELS

4.2.1. MODEL 1 – ONE ACTIVE CRUSHED 
ZONE

The first 3D doline model that is presented has the fol-
lowing setup: Two subsurface passages cross the domain 
as shown in Fig. 3 and the head difference between en-
trance and exit is. So far only one crushed zone (CZ1) is 

Fig. 5: doline model calibration: 
a) initial diameter distributions 
for different 3d models to cali-
brate the 3d code to the 2d mod-
el; b) corresponding flow curves 
to a plus the 2d flow curve; c) 
flow curves for calibration mod-
els with a coarser network.

tab. 2: doline model parameters.

Name x-extent y-extent z-extent network
(dx) (dy) (dz)

Domain size 500 m 500 m

(5 – 25 m) (5 – 25 m)

Crushed zones (CZ):

CZ1 75 – 175 m 325 – 425 m 0 – 5

CZ2 75 – 175 m 75 – 175 m 0 – 5

CZ3, model 1&3 325 – 425 m 325 – 425 m 0 – 5

CZ3, model 2 175 – 275 m 325 – 425 m 0 – 5

(5 m) (5 m) (1 m)

Passages

P1 0 – 500 m 375 m 0 m d0 = 0.13 m
P2 0 – 500 m 125 m 0 m d0 = 0.13 m
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activated to study the evolution of a single crushed zone 
inside our model domain. The domain and crushed zone 
parameters are summarized in Tab. 2. Because crushed 
zones CZ2 and CZ3 are not activated their initial net-
work parameters are the same as the global network 
parameters. The evolution of model 1 is shown in Fig. 
6 (evolution of model with six snapshots in time) and in 
Fig. 9a+b (relevant system parameters as a function of 
time).

Fig. 6 shows the evolution of the conduit diameters 
in model 1 for six snapshots in time over 6000 years. 
Shown are the isosurfaces of constant head from low 
(dark gray) to high (light gray) values and the relative 
increase of the conduit diameter compared to the initial 
diameter on a log–scale from a factor of 2 (blue) to a fac-
tor of ≥ 1000 (orange). For enhanced visibility only the 
conduits that have grown at least by a factor of d/d0 > 2, 
are shown.

Fig. 6a shows the initial head distribution inside 
the domain. We have assumed that the roof of the cavity 
started to collapse, creating a breakdown area (crushed 
zone), which inhibits flow through the cave passage P1. 
This is clearly seen from the isosurfaces of constant head 

that show an increase of the hydraulic gradient close to 
the crushed zone (the closer the isosurfaces are the high-
er is the gradient and vice versa).

After 300 years of evolution (Fig. 6b), the crushed 
zone has significantly evolved, when compared to the 
rest of the domain. The conduit diameters are generally 
increased by a factor of d/d0 ≈ 10 (cyan)whereas in the 
central part of the domain also larger conduits are visible 
(increased by a factor of d/d0 ≈ 100 (yellow)). The reason 
for this enlargement is twofold: First, passage P1 feeds 
the crushed zone directly with undersaturated water 
which locally decreases the calcium concentration of the 
water and thereby increases the dissolutional strength. 
Secondly, due to the larger conduits, the crushed zone is 
more conductive and thus focusing flow and hence the 
calcium aggressive water is more likely to be transported 
into the crushed zone than flowing around it.

After 1300 years of evolution (Fig. 6c), the conduits 
inside the crushed zone are significantly enlarged by 
more than a factor of d/d0 ≈ 100. The collapsing is soon 
to happen as most of the conduits inside one layer of the 
crushed zone have already reached their critical diam-
eter. But also along the second passage (without an ac-

Fig. 6: Conduit diameter evolu-
tion of the 3d doline model 1 
(one active crushed zone) for dif-
ferent snapshots in time. below 
each subplot the year is given; 
plotted are the isosurfaces of con-
stant head from low (dark grey) 
to high (light grey) values and the 
relative increase of the conduit 
diameter compared to the initial 
diameter on a log–scale from 2 
(blue) to ≥ 1000 (orange).
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tivated crushed zone) a few conduits have increased in 
size because the passage allows for aggressive water to be 
transported through the whole domain and dissolve ma-
terial along its extent.

Fig. 6d shows the domain after 1400 years of evolu-
tion and effectively right after the collapse has happened. 
The crushed zone is now blocked again (see the increase 
of the hydraulic heads in the crushed zone) and the con-
duit diameters are reset to a value similar to their initial 
value (blueish colors). This cycle continues for the re-
maining time steps until the simulation is stopped after 
6000 years.

Figs. 6e+f show the domain after 3000 and 6000 
years, respectively. After 3000 years, few hundred years 
after the second collapsing event, the zone of enlarged 
conduits downstream of the crushed zone has reached 
half of the domain. Because the crushed zone acts like 
a natural divergence, aggressive water is released along 
the whole width of the crushed zone. In contrast to this, 
along the second passage, without an active crushed zone, 
only the conduits close to the passage have enlarged deep 
into the domain. After 6000 years the wide enlarged zone 
downstream of the crushed zone has almost reached the 
boundary of the domain. Also conduits along the second 
passage have enlarged especially inside the non activated 
crushed zone. The reader may notice that it looks like as 
if there is a stronger evolution inside the non activated 
crushed zones. This is a side effect of the domain layout 
and the increased grid resolution there.

In Fig. 9a the temporal evolution of the flow 
through passage 1 is shown. The local breakthrough 
event, or in other words the fast increase of flow through 
the passage, happens within the first 150 years. The parts 
of the passage that were blocked by the crushed zone get 
enlarged very quickly and the flow increases by roughly 
two orders of magnitude. After this first steep increase 
the enlargement process slows down significantly and 
continues until ≈ 1400 years. At that time the first col-
lapse of crushed zone CZ1 occurs, passage 1 is blocked 
again and consequently the flow rates drop by two or-
ders of magnitude (compare Fig. 6d). After the collapse 
the high flow rates are quickly reestablished due to the 
consecutive breakthrough event, comparable with the 
beginning of the simulation. The flow curve shows three 
more collapse events at ≈ 2700, ≈ 4000 and ≈ 5200 years, 
respectively. Fig. 9b shows the estimated cumulative 
loss of surface volume above the crushed zone (black 
line and axis). The corresponding topographical height 
above the crushed zone is shown in red. In the present-
ed model always the maximal possible amplitude of a 
collapse event is chosen, so that the volume vCz that is 
removed from the surface directly above a crushed zone 
is given by

. (8)

Here ACz, is the total area of the crushed zone and 
the new reset diameter of a single conduit i inside the 
crushed zone. In our approach, the total volume loss at 
a certain time is given by the surface area ACz and the 
largest difference between pre– and post–collapsing di-
ameter dnєw. As explained in 3.2, this procedure accounts 
for the representation of fractures by conduits in our 
model and allows a surface lowering of ∆d [m]. Within 
the model, the locations of the nodes inside the crushed 
zone are not changed and the volume loss/height dif-
ference is directly applied to the surface nodes (as if the 
whole column of bedrock has moved downwards). Fig. 
9b shows that one collapse event removes ≈ 2200 m3 of 
material leading to a surface lowering of ≈ 0.25 m. The 
visible periodicity of the model is determined by the 
critical diameter dcrit which is, from a mechanical point 
of view, rather small within our model but chosen for 
practical reasons. We always apply a critical diameter 
of dcrit = 0.05 m to allow at least four big collapse events 
within 6000 years of evolution. If a larger value for dcrit 
would have been chosen the simulation times would 
have been increased significantly. Furthermore, a larger 
dcrit would allow for larger conduits to develop before a 
collapse event. We assume that in such cases a model has 
to consider not only the dissolution processes (as done 
by KARSTAQUIFER) but also to account for the me-
chanical erosion and the mechanical stability within the 
bedrock. Such scenarios are outside of the scope of this 
paper and will not be considered. Fig. 9b shows that af-
ter 6000 years of evolution the surface has been lowered 
by ≈ 1.25 m. Choosing this value to estimate the surface 
lowering of a typical collapse doline in nature, leads to 
a ≈ 100 m deep doline after ≈ 450000 years. This is an 
acceptable time frame for the creation of a large collapse 
doline. Note that collapse dolines in the Dinaric karst of 
southern Europe are assumed to have developed during 
millions of years, whereas the Tiankengs in China may 
be as young as 200000 years (Zhu & Chen 2006, Zhu & 
Waltham 2006).

4.2.2. MODEL 2 & 3 – THREE ACTIVE CRUSHED  
ZONES

Now that we have presented a model for the creation of 
one single collapse doline we want to focus on the inter-
play of three dolines within one model. Therefore, not 
only the CZ2 along passage 2 is activated but also two dif-
ferent scenarios for the position of CZ3 are tested. In the 
first case (model 2) CZ3 is placed close to CZ1 whereas 
in the second case (model 3) CZ3 is placed further down-
stream (for the layout see Fig. 3 and Tab. 2).
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In this section we will simultaneously describe the 
evolution of model 2 & 3 and highlight only the differ-
ences in their evolution. The evolution snapshots for 
model 2 & 3 can be found in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8, respec-
tively. The color codes for the head distribution and the 
conduit diameter increase are the same as for model 1 
(Fig. 6).

The initial head distribution (subfigures a) already 
reveals that the effect of more than one active crushed 
zone within the model domain is recognizable. When 
the two active crushed zones along passage 1 are closer 
together (model 2) then the evolution of the downstream 
crushed zone allows for higher flow rates and hence 
more effective development than for the single crushed 
zone case (model 1). This effect is less pronounced in 
model 3 which looks initially more like model 1, due to 
the greater distance between CZ1 and CZ3. After 300 
years of evolution two major differences, in compari-
son to model 1, are visible. In both cases (model 2 & 3) 
the crushed zones have evolved slower than the single 
crushed zone and also the general flow field inside the 
domain is different. Both observations are directly linked 
to the decreased hydraulic gradients along passage 1. The 

first effect follows consequently from the reduced flow 
along passage 1 and is therefore the cause for the weaker 
evolution. The distortion of the flow field in models 2 
& 3 potentially also allows flow from passage 1 towards 
the single crushed zone and passage 2 which was not the 
case for model 1. There, the head isosurfaces are almost 
parallel along the not activated passage 2. But compar-
ing the evolution of the single crushed zone in all three 
models, the evolution in model 2 & 3 seems to be not 
much effected by the other two crushed zones or the ef-
fect is just not resolvable with our simulation.

As for model 1, also for model 2 & 3 the first col-
lapse event happens for the single crushed zone after ≈ 
1400 years of evolution. However, one difference can be 
recognized when comparing the evolution of the volume 
loss over time for the single crushed zone in model 2 
& 3 with model 1 (Fig. 9b,d,f). As for model 1 also in 
model 2 the initial collapse of all layers happens within 
one time step at ≈ 1400 (curves start at ≈ 2000 m3). For 
model 3 the curve for CZ2 starts at ≈ 400 m3, indicating 
that only one layer collapsed at that time with the other 
layers following shortly after. This effect is again visible 
after ≈5000 years of evolution when the jump of vol-

Fig. 7: Conduit diameter evolu-
tion of the 3D doline model 2 
(three active crushed zones) for 
different snapshots in time. Below 
each subplot the year is given; 
plotted are the isosurfaces of con-
stant head from low (dark grey) 
to high (light grey) values and the 
relative increase of the conduit 
diameter compared to the initial 
diameter on a log–scale from 2 
(blue) to ≥ 1000 (orange).
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ume loss for CZ2 in model 2 occurs from ≈6000 m3 to 
≈8000 m3 within a single time step whereas for model 3 
this jump shows again a small kink indicating consecu-
tive collapse events. As already stated above, these effects 
are rather minor and may be addressed in more detail 
in a future study. Here we focus on the interplay of two 
crushed zones along one subsurface passage.

After ≈1700 years of evolution the first collapse 
event happens in both models 2 & 3 in CZ3, but with 
different magnitude. In model 2 four layers inside CZ3 
collapse shortly after each other, in model 3 only 2 layers 
collapse. This is due to the different head values within 
the crushed zones, which causes several layers of the 
crushed zone to be above the water table and therefore 
not affected by dissolution. In model 3 where CZ3 is fur-
ther downstream of CZ1 this effect is stronger. The first 
collapse of CZ1 in both models 2 & 3 happens shortly 
after CZ3 but with a stronger amplitude indicating that 
all active layers within the crushed zone have been col-
lapsed.

From Fig. 9c-f we see that the periodicity of collapse 
events for CZ1 follows the one of the single crushed zone 
CZ2 with a time–lag of ≈450 years. Initially this also 

counts for CZ3 in model 2. The second collapse event 
happens at the same time as for CZ1 at ≈3000 years but 
with fewer layers. The remaining collapse of the other 
layers happens several hundred years later. The third col-
lapse of CZ3 in model 2 is now completely shifted ≈ 500 
years after the collapse of CZ1. The whole evolution of 
CZ3 is slowed down. In model 3 the second collapse of 
CZ3 is no longer a single event but a series of individual 
events between 3300−3500 years. The shift in the peri-
odicity of collapse events between CZ1 and CZ3 is even 
stronger in model 3 than in model 2. This can be ex-
plained by the fact that the evolution of the higher layers 
in CZ3 stops completely every time CZ1 collapses. Then, 
only the lowermost layer(s) in CZ3 are below the water-
table and supplied by fresh aggressive water. Individually, 
all three dolines show the periodicity in their evolution, 
only the onset and the amplitude of the individual col-
lapse events differ due to the effect the dolines have on 
each other. The slowing down of the evolution of CZ3 
persists throughout the whole simulation of model 2 & 3 
and leads to a difference in topographic height between 
CZ1 and CZ3 of ≈0.3 m (model 2) and ≈0.6 m (model 3) 
after 6000 years of evolution.

Fig. 8: Conduit diameter evolu-
tion of the 3D doline model 3 
(three active crushed zones) for 
different snapshots in time. Below 
each subplot the year is given; 
plotted are the isosurfaces of con-
stant head from low (dark grey) 
to high (light grey) values and the 
relative increase of the conduit 
diameter compared to the initial 
diameter on a log–scale from 2 
(blue) to ≥ 1000 (orange).
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branched network of passages. Our model shows that a 
single large collapse doline can evolve quite fast if not 
disturbed by a group of dolines and that the surface low-
ering (material removal) is in accordance with values 
reported in the literature. Secondly, the further away a 
doline out of a connected group is located downstream, 
the more its evolution is slowed down, or eventually even 
stopped. The slow–down for CZ3 is approx. a factor of 3 
in the lowering of the surface (model 3).

For the three–doline–models shown here, two ma-
jor observations can be made in Fig. 9c-f: First, if two 
potential dolines are connected via a subsurface passage, 
the downstream doline slows down the evolution of the 
upstream doline compared to the single doline case by 
≈400 years in our model. Considering the fact that this 
model is highly simplified, one can easily imagine how 
this effect is even stronger when multiple dolines are 
connected via a common karst system involving also a 

Fig. 9: Flow curves and surface 
data for the three models. a, c, e) 
flow rates at the exit of passage 1 
(all models) and 2 (only model 2 
& 3); b, d, f) cumulative surface 
volume loss (black) and topo-
graphical height (red) above the 
crushed zone(s) for b) model 1, 
d) model 2 and f) model 3.

5. CONCLUSION

There are several conditions that have to be fulfilled 
for a large collapse doline to evolve (see Waltham et al. 
2005; Kranjc 2006; Waltham 2006; Zhu & Chen 2006; 
Zhu & Waltham 2006). A doline with tens to hundreds 
of meters width and depth, with very steep walls and 
a floor full of debris, can develop above an active cave 
system, or above a highly permeable, mechanically 
unstable zone within a karst aquifer. Furthermore, a 
necessary condition is that a large amount of water 
(a subsurface river for example) flows through this 

system and guarantees the effective dissolution of the 
soluble host rock.

Following the hypothesis of Palmer and Palmer 
(2006), Gabrovšek and Stepišnik (2011) developed a 
2D numerical karst evolution model to simulate the 
initiation and evolution of a collapse doline. The out-
come of this numerical simulation supports the hy-
pothesis of Palmer and Palmer (2006), and concludes 
that within a reasonable time frame a collapse doline 
can develop.
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